Book 41 Netzach Israel Lo Ishaker Eternal Israel does not Lie Moshe Siselsender

Do dogs cats other animals birds insects all other living creatures get Olem Habo -go to heaven? or to hell? Will they arise from the dead like humans? Will all humans arise from the dead? Will they die again? If everyone will arise will the world be
large enough to house them? Will there be enough food to feed them? Will humans and animals still kill each other?

Maimonides in his monumental work Mishne Torah laws of Kings Chapter 11:4 and 12:2 and Guide to the Perplexed represents the pragmatic interpretation of
Judaism to a host of questions concerning the Messianic era and the era when those who died will arise.

Maimonides maintains that there exists no definitive formula as to the details.

All we know for certain is when we witness the end results. Success is the proof.
As Maimonides formulated in his creed of Ani Mamins that Jews recite daily after morning prayers.

#12 “I believe in complete faith in the coming of the Messiah. Even though he is delayed neverthe less I
believe each day tht he will arrive”

#13 I believe in complete faith in techiat hamasim that the dead will be resurrected. At the time that God will decide. When the Creator His Name be Blessed and His remembrance be exalted load ulenatzech Netzocim -
different levels and nuances of Eternity.”

The concept of resurrection is recorded in the Pentateuch “Oz yosirr Moshe Ubnei Yisroel- then in the future at resurrection Moshe and the Jews will sing praises to God ” Bible Pentateuch 15:1

The concept of resurrection
is explicitly recorded in Daniel 12:2 "verabim meyoshnei offor yakitzu lae lechaye holom abo vealae lecharovosulederoyon olom -and many of those who sleep in the earth will awaken those to eternal life and those to for shame and everlasting abhorrence"

Ezekial chapter 37 has the miracle of the dead bones
being resurrected and coming to life. In the Talmud Sanhedrin there exists a dispute if this was an actual and real event or was only a dream on the part of the prophet Ezekiel.

Likewise there exists a dispute among the sages if the story of Eve talking to the snake actually occurred
or was it only a dream?

Geneses3 : 1-5 Saadye Gaon living approximately in 900 ACE, a leading authority in Jewish law and philosophy interpreted this story as only a dream. Otherwise how could a snake talk? Likewise Saadia Gaon interprets the story of a conversation between Bilaam and his donkey as only a dream.
Baminbar or Numbers 22:25
Bilaam was a non Jewish prophet hired by Baalek the King of Moab to curse the Jews.

Likewise there occurs a dispute among the Rabbis of the Talmud if the Book of Eov Job actually occurred or was only a work of fiction to explore the perplexing question of why the righteous are miserable and
the evil doers are happy in this wold.

The Rambam like Saadye Gaon follows the pragmatic school in Judaism that freely interprets the passages of the Bible.

Yes, Rambam or Maimonides believes in the coming of the Messiah and reincarnation. However since there exists no clear
cut tradition, Rambam states that until the actual events unfold no one really knows the details. The prophet Isaiah himself stated Isaiah 60:22 regarding the Messianic era “beito achishenu the Messianic era will arrive in its designated time also it will be accelerated.”

The Rabbis of the Talmud interpret the contradiction if
the Jews will merit the \Messianic era will be accelerated. Otherwise it will arrive at its designated time.

The Rambam states that at the time of the Messianic era the Jews will rebuild the third Holy Temple. The Rambam is discussing even if the Jews do not merit.
Raved, on the other hand, discusses the other contingency that the Jews will merit. Ramban then follows the tradition of the Talmudic Rabbis that the third Temple will be miraculous built by God and be suspended down to earth on the Temple mount. It will take the place of the mosque presently built there. There will be no
opposition on the part of the Muslims because the entire population of the world will be full of divine wisdom. God will then perform miracles.

Isaiah in 65:25 states that a lion and a sheep will graze together peacefully.

This is to be interpreted
literally. All the world will become vegetarians.

We have witnessed the resurrection of the State of Isreal as the prophet Ezekiel forecast in chapter 37.

We thus have confidence that the prophesy of Daniel 12:2,3 that resurrection of all the dead will occur.

The prophesy does not
mention only man/woman but all the dead. Thus dogs cats birds all will be resurrected. Once resurrected they will never die.

Heeding the formulation of Rambam Kings 12:2 No one knows the details. Daniel 12:4 stipulates that the details remain top secret until they develop.
Malbim in his commentary in 1850 ACE interpreted the prophesy of Ezekiel 37 that the wars of Gog and Mogug the two Titans will occur during 1914-1945. The timing of the First and Second World Wars the murder of 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children. The slaughter of over 100 million non Jews
during these wars. Then the State of Israel will be resurrected. It will never again be destroyed Tosphos Zevochim 2 or 3. There occur only two times that the Holy Temples will be destroyed; . Never will the third temple be destroyed. The State of Israel is the fore runner of the third Temple.

The third Temple will be built by God and will slowly
descend unto the Temple mount.. It will remain in place with the full consent of the Muslims. that is the interpretation of Raaved of Isaiah 60:22 “beito achishenu ”-I God will accelerate the process with miracles. If the Jews and non Jews are not worthy the Messianic era will arrive in their good time. If they are worthy it will arrive hastily
accelerated with miracles.

Let us return to our original question.
Do dogs cats birds ants all creatures have a section in heaven set aside for them? Will they be resurrected and never again die?

Although there exist many opinions that state that heaven and resurrection are
only for humans; nevertheless in the words of Rambam Kings 2:2 there exist no clear tradition regarding the Messianic Era and resurrection. We won’t know until it occurs.

Logically, we can state that all creations of God once created will remain eternally. We thus follow the school of the Rambam in
Guide to the Perplexed.
True, the universe/world was created. Yesh meayin. From nothing God created substance. True The idea of creation always existed in God’s mind. However the realization of this idea occurred because God willed it to be. God likewise is the only power to will the destruction of creation if he so wants. However once
there occurred creation it will remain to eternity.

My interpretation is that once God created dogs cats birds ants and all creatures they will remain eternally. Rambam differentiates regarding Providence. Providence applies only for man/woman/ All other creatures God is concerned that the species remain ;not
the individual animal or bird.

However there exists a difference between what Rambam discusses Providence and remaining for eternity for the individual dog cat other animal bird ant. And other creations. God has plenty of space in his universe for all his creatures since creation
to eternity.

I believe that there exists a spiritual factor that gives life called ruach or Nefesh for each animal bird fish reptile. Each plant has an angel assigned to it to order it to grow. All the planets stars and galaxies have a soul. The Angels have souls but no body. Rambam beginning Laws of Dayot.
Thus it is quite possible that when an animal dies there exists a place in heaven that they return. They also will be resurrected.

There exists no fear where in the world will they all live? Where in the world can there exist enough food for
this population?

True, if God did not get involved it would be physically impossible for such a large population of humans, animals, birds, reptiles, fish, and sea animals to co-exists.

However we are discussing miracles. God will make a miracle and the
planet earth will expand in size to accommodate all the humans animals birds insects and other creatures.

If this sounds like science fiction, then read my book 37. Find out the fiction that is passed as historical facts starting 2000 years ago.